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In Memoriam

The Editors report with sorrow the death of Dr. William S. Morris, a member of
the Canadian Philosophical Association from its beginning. Dr. Morris received
his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago in 1955. He taught at Huron College
from 1955-1968, and at Lakehead University from 1968-1982. Upon his retire-
ment, he was made Professor Emeritus.

The Editors also report with sorrow the death of Dr. Allison Heartz Johnson in
London, England, on October 29, 1983 at age seventy-three. Dr. Johnson came
to the University of Western Ontario in 1937 and served as the first Chairman of
the Department of Philosophy from 1948 until 1964. He was named Professor
Emeritus in 1976 and retired in 1978.

He was a noted authority on the philosophy of the twentieth-century philoso-
pher Alfred North Whitehead, was elected to the Royal Society of Canada in
1957, and also served as a charter member and second President of the Canadian
Philosophical Association. Professor Johnson was awarded an honorary Doctor
of Letters degree by Western in 1979.

Bertrand Russell's Early Technical Philosophy, 1895-1922

A conference on Russell's early technical philosophy will be held at Trinity
College, University of Toronto, June 21-24, 1984. The conference is sponsored
by the Russell Editorial Project of McMaster University and co-sponsored by
The Institute for the History and Philosophy of Science and Technology at the
University of Toronto and the Higher Education Group at The Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education. The conference will cover Russell's work on the
foundations of Geometry, his plans for an encyclopaedia of the sciences, his
work on Leibniz, the early logical manuscripts, the Principles, philosophical
issues relating to Principia (the paradoxes, the axiom of choice, the theory of
descriptions, the theory of types), his early work on theory of knowledge,
philosophy of science, and logical atomism. Among the participants will be A. J.
Ayerand W. V. O. Quine. The annual meeting of the Bertrand Russell Society
will coincide with the conference.

The registration fee for the conference will be approximately $40.00 and
accommodation can be arranged in Trinity College, Toronto. For information on
registration and accommodation, please write to Ian Winchester, Coordinator of
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the Russell Conference '84, The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Suite
9-196, 252 Bloor Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5S 1V6.

There is still room for some parallel sessions. For those interested in contribut-
ing a paper, please send an abstract to the above address.

Ninth International Wittgenstein Symposium

The Austrian Ludwig Wittgenstein Society is pleased to announce the Ninth
International Wittgenstein Symposium from August 19 to August 26, 1984, in
Kirchberg/Wechsel, Lower Austria (near Vienna). The theme of this year's
symposium will be "Philosophy of Mind—Philosophy of Psychology".

The following sections are planned: (1) Wittgenstein, (2) Mind-Body Prob-
lem, (3) Empirical Approaches to Mind, (4) Intentionality, (5) Consciousness,
Will, (6) New Methods in the Philosophy of Mind and of Psychology, and
(7) Functionalism. A seminar on "Fifty Years of Burner's Theory of Language"
will be part of the programme of the conference. In addition, a workshop on
"Philosophical, Psychological, and Pedagogical Aspects of a Universal Lan-
guage" is planned.

Scholars wishing to present a paper on a topic which falls within the above
sections or seminars (papers for section 2-7 need not be connected with Wittgen-
stein's philosophy) should request an abstract style sheet from either Dr. Adolf
Hiibner, Austrian L. Wittgenstein Society, Markt 234, A-2880 Kirchberg am
Wechsel, Austria, or Professor Werner Leinfellner, University of Nebraska,
Department of Philosophy, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA 68508. The deadline for
receipt of abstracts is June 15,1984. Should more papers be offered than can be
accepted, selection will be by decision of the organizing committee. Con-
tributors will be informed of the committee decision not later than July 15.
Official languages will be English and German.

Those planning to attend the conference should contact Dr. A. Hiibner at the
above address for further information as soon as possible. Conference fees will
be 1000 Austrian Schillings for non-students and 300 Austrian Schillings for
students.

Centre for Philosophy and Public Affairs

The University of St. Andrews is pleased to announce that its Centre for
Philosophy and Public Affairs will open with the First Fulbright Anglo-American
Colloquium, to be held from Friday, September 28, to Monday, October 1,1984.
The theme of the conference will be "Ethics and International Affairs". Topics
will include Sovereignty and Intervention, Political Realism, The Ethics of
Spying, and The Obligations of Rich Countries to Poor. The final session will be
an open one, for which papers are invited. Offers of papers, and requests for
information, should be sent to Gordon Graham, Centre for Philosophy and
Public Affairs, The University of St. Andrews, Scotland, KY16 9AL, from
whom registration forms may also be obtained. The closing date forthe return of
these forms is July 1, 1984.
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Canadian Philosophical Monographs

Canadian Philosophical Monographs (formerly Philosophy in Canada: A Mono-
graph Series) is edited by the Faculty of the Department of Philosophy, Univer-
sity of Toronto. Seven volumes have been published to date. The Editorial
Committee welcomes original single-authored manuscripts, in English or
French, on any philosophical topic. Manuscripts should be between 20,000 and
50,000 words in length (i.e., between a long journal article and a short book) and
should be double-spaced throughout, including quotations and footnotes. Man-
uscripts receive blind appraisal. Enquiries, manuscripts, and requests for our
current catalogue should be sent to: The Executive Editor, Canadian
Philosophical Monographs, Department of Philosophy, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1A1.

Monographies Canadiennes de Philosophic

Monographies canadiennes de philosophic (anciennement La philosophie au
Canada: une serie de monographies) est une collection dirigee par le corps
professoral du Departement de philosophie de l'Universite de Toronto. Le
comite de direction est dispose a recevoir des manuscrits originaux provenant
d'un seul auteur et rediges en francais ou en anglais, traitant de sujets philoso-
phiques quels qu'ils soient. Ces manuscrits devront comporter entre 20,000 et
50,000 mots (c'est-a-dire se situer entre un article de revue et un petit livre); ils
devront etre dactylographies a double interligne, y compris les notes et citations.
L'evaluation des manuscrits soumis sera anonyme. Les manuscrits et les de-
mandes d'informations ou de catalogues devront etre adresses au directeur
administratif, Monographies canadiennes de philosophie, Departement de
philosophie, Universite de Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1A1.
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